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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. A1•ea of the Pl•ob1em 
Little or nothing has been done in recent years . to im-
prove the methods use~ in baseball to evaluate the hitters' 
perfOl"'llance. The player with the highest .batting ave1•age is 
the batting champion: someone else has cu~iven in the most 
1~ns; and so on thl•ough the various phases of baseball hitting. 
This author feels that there is a need in baseball to organize 
the major phases of hitting results under one heading and to 
combine these onto a single cha1•t. This would mean that the 
batting champion would be the player with the highest combined 
totals, and that every player would have a comparative position 
in the various phases of hitting as shown on the chart. 
Throughout this paper the author will interchange the 
words hitting and batting as they are to be interp1•eted as 
synonymous terms. 
2. Justification 
To make you1• champion the man with the highest totals, as 
compared to the man with merely the highest batting pel"centage, 
is important because much more is expected of a hitter than 
merely a good batting percentage. For instance, all coaches, 
professional managers, and the players themselves are vitally 
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interested in runs batted in. They are even mo1•e interested 
when the score of the game is close. These same individuals 
are likewise interested in getting on base, even though it 
cannot always be as the result of a hit. Most coaches and 
professional managers haV:e no way of knowing how their players 
compare to one anothe1• in various aspects of hitting unless 
they spend hours studying individual statistics and individual 
perfol"!!lances as portrayed in the scorebook. These a1•e some of 
the reasons that this writer feels that the1•e is a need in 
baseball for an efficient, compact, comparative batting chart; 
and it is hoped that it 1 s uses will _ p1•ove to be many fold to 
the coach, the professional manager, the player, and to the 
interested baseball spectator. 
Most. baseball autho1•ities agree that good individual and 
team batting are a necessity if a team is to succeed. Jessiel 
says: 
Next to pitching skill the most im-
portant single fundamental in baseball 
is the ability to hit. Modern baseball -
is dominated by powerfull hitting as ex-
emplified by the N. Y. Yankees. Until 
1•ecent years the importance of bitting 
was greatly underestimated. 
Ho1•nsby2 w1•ote a chapter in his book entitled, "They Pay 
off on Hitting". He concluded the chapte1• by saying: 
Fo1~ now more than ever before, they 
pay off on hitting. 
1 Jessie, Daniel E., Baseball, A. s. Barnes and Company, 
New York, 1939, p. 65. 
2 HornsbyL Rogers, My Kind -of Baseball, David McKay Company, 
Inc., New York, 1953, p. 58. 
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A consensus of big league players3 opinioned: 
No matter how well you play on the 
field and how tight you1• defense is, your 
team is not going to win games unless it 
can sco1 .. e runs. That is why hitting is 
so important. 
All that has been done thus far to t>ecord a batter's feats 
has been such things as: 
Geo1•ge He1•man Ruth4 
Lifetime Statistics in Hall of Fame 
Games 
2475 
AB 
8324 
R 
2161 
H 
2860 
Pet. 
.344 
Menke5 lists the National League (since 1876) and the 
Ame1•ican League (since . 1900) batting champions in his Encyclo-
pedia of Sports. In eve1•y case all that is listed is the man 
with the highest batting ave1•age. 
In his study to develop a predictive measure for baseball 
hitters Oxendine6 relies entil•ely on the batting ave1•age of 
each player as he states: 
The player's batting skill is de-
tel•mined here by his batting sve1•age 
over the period of a playing season. 
3 Brecheen, Hal'l'Y; Campanella, Roy; Waitkus, Eddie; Gol'don, 
Joe; Kell, George; Rizzuto, Phil; DiMaggio, Dom; Pafko, 
Andy; Slaughter, Enos; Sawye1•, Eddiej Edited by Malcom 
Child, How to Play Big League Baseball, Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, New York; ~-1, p. 127. _ 
4 Smith, Ken, Baseball 1 s Hall of Fame, A. S. Ba1•nes and 
Company, New York, 1947, P• 241. 
5 Menke, Fl•ank G.; '1.1he New Encyclopedia ·or Sports, A. s. 
Barnes and Company, New York, 1944, 1947, PP• 125-126. 
' 
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Since batting is generally conceded to be so vital to a 
baseball team's success, it appea1•s that a more pl~ecise, in-
clusive, and accurate means of measu1•ing, evaluating, and com-
paring batters' perfo1•mances is needed. It is expected that 
a satisfacto1~y batting chart would not only show statistically 
what a hitte1• had done, but it would show how he compa1•ed to 
others in many individual phases of hitting. Some of the facts 
that should be obtainable about each player from an adequate 
chart on batting performances are: 
1) Number of hits. 
2) Batting percentage. 
3) Number of times on base. 
4) Number of times on base other than as a result of a 
hit. 
5) Getting on base pe1•centage. 
6) Number of 1~ns batted in. 
7) Number of "crucial" runs batted in. 
B) Rus batted in percentage. 
9) Numbe1• of opportunities to d1•ive 1•uns in as compa1•ed to 
official times at bat. 
10) Numbe1• of 1•uns left on 2nd and 3rd base. 
11) Number of "crucial" 1•uns left on 2nd and 31•d base. 
12) Batter's final or total score. 
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CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
1. Pul~pose 
This study is being conducted in an attempt to develop a 
method of measuring baseball hitters' accomplishments, and to 
develop an efficient means of depicting the information that 
leads to the final results. The first objective is to develop 
a method of finding the most valuable hitter as a result of 
accwnulating seve1•al percentages 1•athe1~ than the customa1oy 
single batting ave1•age or percentage. Secondly, the author is 
sea1•ching for an efficient, compact chart that will show how 
the hitters compare to each othe1• in various phases of hitting. 
The phases of hitting will be limited to: 1) runs batted in 
percentage; 2) getting on base percentage; and 3) hits per-
centage. This will show all interested pe1•sons a more complete 
picture of each hitter's accomplishments, and how the hitte1•s 
compare to each other. It is also possible that a coaching 
aid may be found in the development of the measu1•ing, comparing, 
and evaluating of baseball hitte1~s 1 pe1•formances. That is, 
through the medium of rating, measuring, comparing, and evalu-
ating each hitter a coach may discover individual and team 
weaknesses that he will want to improve. He will also find 
strengths that he will want to exploit through such things as 
the al"'rangement of his batting order. 
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2. Delimitation of the Problem 
A tentative plan, or system to accomplish the two above 
mentioned objectives was developed by the author, and will be 
explained in detail in Chapter IV under Techniques and Pro-
cedures. This tentative plan was subjected to actual tests and 
app1•aisal by thil•ty New England college baseball coaches du1•ing 
the 1955 college baseball season. An invitation to participate 
in the appl~aisal of the tentative plan was extended to eve1>y 
college head baseball ·coach in New England, or a total of 
thirty-seven coaches. Thirty ag1•eed to use the p~an du1•ing the 
1955 college baseball season. It appeared unwise, and impl•acti-
cal, for the author to attempt to include a larger area than 
New England because of the nature of the problem. It was felt 
that unless the1•e was a personal 01• close relationship, thl•ough 
association, between the coaches invited to participate, and 
the author, it would be extt•emely difficult to get a sufficient 
number of men to agt•ee to help cai'l'Y the study out. Since it 
was a necessity to en1•oll a numbe1• of coaches to actually go 
through with the extra work and effort involved in using this 
tentative plan for the 1955 season; it was felt that best re-
sults, f1•om the viewpoint of response, would be gained fi•om 
contacting New England college coaches only. Often times it is 
difficult to encourage merely the return of a questionnaire, to 
say nothing of the problem of getting coaches to try something 
new during their season. 
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As a result of the time element and the g1 ... oup selected to 
help with this study, the study has the following limitations: 
1) Only New England college baseball coaches par•ticipated. 
2) The tentative plan was only used ove1• one college 
baseball season by these colleges and unive1•sities. 
3) A college baseball season is too short, game-wise, 
to contribute any substantial statistics or averages. 
4) The keeping of game ~·ecords was done by college 
student scorekeepers, who were inexperienced with the 
tentative plan. 
It is by no means expected that this study will solve the 
problem of measuring, comparing, and evaluating baseball 
hitters 1 performances and accomplishments. It is the authOl"'' s 
objective to take a step forwa1•d towa1•d a more sa tisfacto1•y 
method of measuring, comparing, evaluating, and depicting the 
hitte1•s 1 perf01•mances in baseball. 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
There have been two published articles, as far as this 
writer can ascertain, dealing with the development of a system, 
or method, to combine two or more phases of baseball hitting, 
in an attempt to get a total evaluation of the individual 
hitte1•• Only one of the two makes an attempt to measu1•e the 
clutch or p1•essm•e hitter. 
Hatch7 discusses the possibility of combining the per-
centages of three phases of hitting. He also attempts to 
1 measu1•e individual clutch hitting. These ideas are suppcn•ted by 
the fact that Hatch had used the system with college teams for 
three ye a rs before making his 1•epo1•t. These ideas will be 
pursued in detail in Chapter IV. 
Rickey 1 s8 article deals with the development of a baseball 
formula and is an excellent example of creative thinking. The 
formula, or additive equation, was developed primarily on the 
basis of major league team statistics over a period of twenty 
yea1•s. The formula measm•es both offense and defense. Although 
7 Hatch, Robert w., "Evaluating You1• Hittel"'s"; Scholastic 
Coach, New Yo1•k, ~ol. 24, No. 6, PP• 11, 38-39, Februa1•y, 1955. 
8 Rickey, B1•anch, "Goodbye to Some · Old Baseball Ideas 11 , ~, 
Vol. 37, No. 5, pp. 78-89, August 2, 1954. 
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Mr. Rickey states that his formula was developed p1•imarily on 
a team: basis, it does offer an opportunity to measu1•e the in-
dividual hitter. This is done by combining two phases of 
hitting: 
1. The on base average. 
2. Ext1•a base powe1• (slugging pe1•centage). 
Runs batted in are not considered in any way. In discussing 
runs batted in, Rickey9 claims: 
•••• no place for R. B. I.'s in the 
Formula. As a statistic runs batted in are 
not only misleading but dishonest. They 
depend on managerial control, · a hitter's 
position in the batting 01•der, park dimen-
sions (so does sluggihg percentage*), and 
the success of his teammates to get on base 
ahead of him. 
In comparing these two ideas mentioned above, Hatch has 
developed a new technique of recording runs batted in. He is 
also attempting to measm•e the individual clutch hitte1•; add a 
getting on base percentage; and finally to combine the pel'-
lcentages of three phases of hitting to evaluate the total 
I 
hitter. 
Rickey, on the other hand, is not at all conce1•ned with 
runs batted in. He is dealing primarily with previously re-
corded statistics, but has organized them into a mathematical 
formula to show correlation between the formula's result and a 
9 Rickey, B1•anch, "Goodbye to Some · Old Baseball Ideas", Life, 
Vol. 37, No. 5, PP• 78-89, August 2, 1954. 
* This writer's note: Certainly park dimensions affect the 
number of home runs, and consequently the slugging percentage. 
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team's standing (won and lost record). Rickey's formula is 
all-inclusive, ex.cept for runs batted in and the measurement of 
individual clutch hitting. This writet• believes Rickey has 
made a real contribution to baseball. 
Most of the lite1~ature dealing with baseball in gene1•al has 
been written about the science of playing the game, team 
histot•ies, and biogt~aphies, ot• stories, of out standing players 
and managers. Othe1• published and unpublished materials have 
dealt with statistics. As fat• as baseball hitters are conce1•ne~ 
this means batting pe1•centage and totals of othe1• various 
phases of batting. 
In a study of weekly American League batting ave1•ages, 
PorterlO found that his study suggested that thet•e is a signifi-
. . . 
cant relationship between batting averages and team standing. 
Oxendine 1 sll study was conducted in an attempt to find a 
way to predict future batting performances as a result of 
studying past batting averages. 
The official baseball league records for 195412 list all 
individual statistics for the major leagues. Batting statistics 
12 O'Connor , Leslie M., Baseball, Official Major and Minor 
1League Records; Printing Products Company, Chicago, 1955. 
the 
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are represented by merely the season's totals in various phases 
of hitting, and the batting percentage of each player. These 
totals and percentage a1•e as follows: 
Games, at bats, runs, hits, total bases, 
two base hits, · thi•ee base hits, home runs, 
sac1•ifice hits~ bases on balls, number of 
runs batted. in, strike outs, and batting 
percentage. 
No attempt is made to find any hitting pe1•centage other 
than the conventional batting average. 
None of the aforementioned studies and publications are of 
any direct help in this project. They merely serve as more 
evidence that little or nothing has been done _to develop a 
means of evaluating the total baseball hitte1•. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TECHNI QUES AND PROCEDURES 
1. Introduction 
This is an attempt to develop a method of measu1•ing, 
comparing, and evaluating baseball hitters. It is basically 
different f1•om the conventional methods of measu1•ing a base-
ball hitter in two aspects. First, several a1•eas, or phases, 
of hitting are combined to a1•rive at a total. Secondly, an 
effort is made to measu1•e what a batter has done in the clutch, 
or> when the game score is close. As Hobsonl3 says: 
Coaches are constantly looking for and 
st1•iving to develop the competitive player 
---the boy who can come thl•ough when the 
game is close. Many players look great in 
practice but are unable to reach great 
heights in strenuous competition. 
A satisfactory method of evaluating a hitter will not 
only p1•ovide a more sui table means of 1•ecording the hitters' 
accomplishments, but should also become a coaching aid and a 
player motivator. A baseball hitte1• like any other athlete 
or individual is interested in how he compa1•es to his team 
mates and others. The coach can use the final standings, or 
statistics, to realize individual weaknesses and assets. I t is 
13 Hobson, Howard A., Scientific Basketball, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., New York, 1949, p. 9'7. 
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an objective coaching aid that is being attempted here; but 
certainly it is not intended to answer all the coaching 
problems concerning baseball hitting. As Hobsonl4 states: 
It is not our intention to infer that 
teams can be coached enti1•ely as a result 
of a testing and rating p1•ogram. 
Lawthe1•15 also believes in the use of reco1•ds and evalu-
ation devices to help in objective checking of ath letes: 
The coach keeps daily records, case 
histories, and cumulative summa1•ies of his 
boys' pe1•formances as they p1•actice and 
play games. He uses floo1• or field charts 
to gather .objective data of successes and 
err ors, of pe1•centages, of st1•ong and weak 
· points. And the coach continually. re-evalu-
ates his boys in terms of the additional 
data that accumulate as the season prog1•esses. 
The stop watch, the floo1• chart, the 1•ebound 
record, the batting percentage, and the 
movie film are devices used to aid in sports 
analysis of individuals. Objective, im-
partial j udgment by the coach implies 
matching his boys against each other until 
adequate data are available with which to 
select those boys most likely to win. 
The coach must be cou1•ageous enough to 
base his judgment on this evidence gathered, 
irl•espective of the position of the boy in 
the community, o1• of other outside pressures. 
Many a coach has had to bench his captain or 
some socially prominent senior because the 
boy's ability did not justify his selection 
as a playing membe1• of the team. 
Persbnal friendships, personal likings 
fo1• a particulai• per sonality, and community 
pressures in favor of a pal"ticular indivi-
dual must be ignored if the factual data 
gathered favo1• the choice of some other 
boy for the playing position. 
14 Hobson, Howard A., Scientific Basketball, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., New York, 1949, p. 10:2 
15 Lawther, John D.; Psychology of Coaching_, P1•entice-Hall, 
Inc., New York, 1951, p. 14. 
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Brownell and Hagmanl6 claim that: 
The primary purpose of evaluation is the 
improvement of instruction. 
The author feels in working with a p1•oblem that requires 
the development of a new technique, that he must at least sta1•t 
with a tentative plan of his own. This plan, that will be 
discussed at length, was originated and developed by the author 
in 1952. Later, the plan was published in the Scholastic 
Coachl7 magazine. 
2. The Tentative Plan 
For the purpose of developing a tentative plan to better 
evaluate baseball hitte1•s, the recording phases of hitting will 
be limited to thl•ee gene1•al areas: 
1) Runs batted in. 
2) Getting on base. 
3) Hits. 
To make this plan as consistent as possible, the percentage of 
runs batted in: the pe1•centage of getting on base: and the 
percentage of hits will be the basis of the tentative plan. 
Before proceeding the autho1• wishes to make clear that 
this tentative plan is not intended to replace the conventional 
batting 1•eco1•d sheets but me1•ely to supplement them. That is, 
there is no question that the keeping of such records as the 
16 Brownell, C. L., and Hagman, P. E., Physical Education, 
Foundation and P1•inc iples, New York: McG1•aw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., Fh•st Ea .• , 1951, P• 337. 
17 Hatch, Robert w., "Evaluating Your Hitte1•s"; Scholast i c 
Coach , New York, Vol. 24, No. 6, February, 1955, pp. 11, 38-39. 
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total games, at bats, runs scor•ed, hits, two base hits, three 
base hits, home runs, total bases, strike outs, bases on balls, 
sacrifice hits, and hit by pitch, are a necessity and very 
valuable. The development of this tentative plan is merely 
the addition of another type of r•ecord sheet or chart. 
The assumption made in developing this tentative plan is 
that three phases of batting statistics or recording stand out 
as more significant than others that could be considel'ed. The 
three phases of batting that will be consider•ed in the tenta-
tive plan are: the ability to dr•ive in r•uns; the ability to 
get on base; and the ability to get hits. The second as-
sumption is that if these thr•ee phases are combined by some 
method, a total evaluation of each hitter can be made. If 
percentages are the concern in all three phases, and not just 
in the case of batting average, it is possible to combine these 
th1•ee per•centages for a total evaluation or score. It is also 
very feasible that a comparison of each hitter, within the 
separate phases of batting can be made, thl•ough the medium of 
the percentages. 
A. Runs Batted In Per•centage. In considering r•uns batted 
in three factors a1•e involved: fil•st, the number of r•uns 
driven in; second, the important or• 11 crucial"* l"uns dr•iven in; 
a.nd third, the per•centage of runs driven in. 
The major concer•ns are "cr•ucial" r•uns and the percentage 
of runs dr•iven in. It is felt that more significance should 
* A 11 crucial 11 run is a run that, if di•iven in, will put the 
offensive team within one r•un of a tie, tie the game, or put 
"~:;hem one run ahead _at _ ~ny given stage of the game. 
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-be attached to the batter's ability to d1•ive in a run when the 
game score is close than when the teams are separated by several 
runs. The1•efore, twice as much worth or credit is attached to 
"c1•ucial" 1•un opportunities as to other run opportunities. If 
a batter has been charged with an official at bat with a runner 
on second base or thi1•d base then he is also cha1•ged for an 
opportunity, or opportunities, to drive in a run(s). If the 
batter drives in a 1•un(s)* he is then c1•edited fo1• having done 
so. The only time a batter is charged with an opportunity to 
drive in a run with a man on first base, or no one on base, is 
when he actually drives in said 1•un. Then he is charged with 
the opportunity and c1•edited with the run batted in. As 
mentioned above, a "crucial" run oppo1•tunity counts two; and 
likewise, two runs batted in will be credited for each single 
"crucial" 1•un driven in. 
The official game scorekeepe1• is the person 1•espons ible 
for keeping the facts needed to fulfill this tentative plan. 
In keeping track of runs batted in, opportunities to drive in 
1•uns, and 11 c1•ucial 11 run situations the scorekeeper must be 
ale1•t and conscious of the game score when runners a1•e on 
second and third base (also with man on first base, Ol' no one 
on, if the run is driven in). The scorekeeper keeps score as 
he no1•mally would, using his own pe1•sonal preference as far as 
symbols are concerned. Howeve1•, he must take note of when the 
* All the official baseball scoring rules apply in dete1•mining 
what a 1•un batted in is. Refer to Official Baseball Rules, 
J. G. Taylor Spink, The Spo1•t ing News Publishing Company, 1955, 
"The Rules of Scoring", Rules 10.01--10.17, p. 142. 
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offensive team has a runner on second or third base. This is 
an opportunity, providing the batter is charged with an offi-
cial time at bat. A simple method of marking this situation 
in the scorebook is to place an X to the left of the batter's 
name. If a 1•un on second base or third base is a "crucial" 
run then the sco1•ekeeper will mark an XX to the left of the 
batter's name. If the :1•un is actually d1•iven in, he will 
circle the @ for a l'un driven in, or the @ for a "crucial" 
run driven in. If the run is not driven in the X 01• the XX is 
left uncircled. The underlining of a pair of XX indicates one 
"crucial" run opportunity, but actually counts as two oppor-
tunities when totaling all oppo1•tuni ties. To find the pe1•-
centage of runs driven in, the scorekeeper counts EVERY X 
(whether they are in the form of X, or @, or XX, etc.), and 
then counts every circled @ . Oppo1•tunities are then 
divided into the total number of runs d1•iven in to a1•rive at 
a runs batted in percentage. To illustrate: 
XX 
X 
XX 
@x 
@x 
XX XX 
("crucial" run) = two oppol.,tuni ties 
(no1•mal run) - one opportunity 
-
(two no1•mal 1•uns) - two oppo1•tuni ties 
-
(one 11 c1•ucial" and thl•ee opportunities and 
= 
one no1•mal run) two 1•uns batted in. 
(two normal runs) - two oppo1•tuni ties and 
-
one 
run driven in. 
(two "crucial" runs)-: fom" opportunities and no 
runs batted in. 
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C6mpa1•ative posltions: marked in red and circled 
Unde1• the Runs Batted In fo on the sample BATTING---
INDIVIDUAL STANDING cha1•t (Fig. 1) Harkins' totals 
( 3813 - 15 - 216 . @ ) ~nay be inte1•preted as follows: 
!3813 - 15 - 216 <!> 55 
38 Total oppo1•tuni ties including "crucial" runs. 
13 "Crucial" opportunities (merely count up the g's in 
the scorebook). 
15 Actual runs d1•iven in. 
21 Total runs driven in including "crucial" 1•uns (the 
percentage is derived from dividing 38 into 21). 
6 -- "Crucial" 1•uns d1•iven in (subtract 15 from 21). 
@ -- Comparative position of Harkins in the 1•uns batted 
in phase of hitting. 
55 --Runs batted in percentage (.553). 
The following information may also be easily extracted from the 
above figu1•es on Harkins: 
25 -- Actual men Harkins had an opportunity to d1•ive in 
(38 minus 13). 
10 -- Actual men left on base, or men Harkins failed to 
drive in (25 minus 15). 
In further explanation, an example of the idea of l'e-
cording runs batted in pe1•centages and the "crucial" run could 
be when there are men on second and third base, and the score 
is 2-0 against the offensive team. Both of these 1•uns a1•e 
identified as 11 crucial 11 because the man · on third could put the 
offensive team within one run of a tie and the man on second 
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could tie the game if d1•iven in. The scorekeeper will ma1•k 
XX XX to the left of the bat t er's name. If one run is d1•iven 
in the scorekeeper will circle one pair @ 29£, indicating 
the batter had fom• oppo1•tunities and drove in two runs. If 
the batter does not drive in either man, the fou1• XX g 1 s are 
left as they are and the batter is charged with four oppol•-
tunities and no runs batted in. If the batte1• is walked, 01• is 
not charged with an official time at bat, the fou1• X 1 s a r e 
erased from the sco1•ebook. In this same situation, had the 
batter hit a home run he would be charged with six opportunities 
and credited with six runs batted in ( @ @ ® ) , because 
his own run put the offensive team one run ahead. Compar e this 
same situation once again with the game sco1•e at 8-0. The 
scol' ekeeper then ma1•ks two X X 1 s next to the batt e1• 1 s name. 
If one run is d1•iven in, one ® X is ci1•cled. If the batter 
hits a home run in this situation, he is charged with three 
opportunities and credited with three runs batted in 
(@(;)(Y). 
The pm•pos e behind the "crucial" 1•un idea is to t1•y to 
determine who is hitting when the pressure is on and the runs 
count and who is not. The1•efore, a bonus is awa1•ded for 
driving in a "crucial" run and a penalty is imposed for failm•e 
to drive in said run. 
It is felt that a runs batted in pe1•centage is mo1•e in-
dicative of a batter 1 s ability to hit than me1•ely the total 
number of runs batted in as it gives the man with the fewer 
. ' 
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opportunities just as much chance at a high percentage as the 
batter with a greater number of opportunities. 
B. Gettin g on Base Percentage. Unless the batter sacri-
fices, he is charged with an opportunity to get on base every 
time he steps into the batters' box. He is credited with 
getting on base by ANY means, EXCEPT when he reaches by means 
of fo1•cing a team mate out at anothe1• base. In keeping getting 
on base opportunities distinguished fr•om official at bats, the 
scorekeeper counts up the actual (not official) times the 
player ha s been at bat and subt1•acts the player's sacrifices. 
It is suggested that the scorekeeper make this distinction 
game by game, rather than afteP several games. It is a simple 
matter to add a new column to the box scor•e and official recor•d 
sheets entitled "On Base". By dividing oppoJ:•tunities into 
times r•eached the getting on base per•centage is deter•mined. 
C. Hits Percentage (Batting _Aver•age). The h its per·-
centage, or conventional batting average*, .is derived from 
dividing the total official at bats into the total number of 
hits. As in the case of r•uns batted in, all the official base-
ball scor ing rules are in effect. In this phase the per-
cent ages are totaled the same as the other two, but three 
decimal places are shown on the chart because the common in-
terp1•etation or conception of batting aver•ages involves thl•ee 
figures. 
* Refer to Official Baseball Rules, J. G. Taylor Spink, The 
Sporting News PUblishing Company, 1955, "The Rules of Scor•ing", 
Rule 10.18 b. 
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D. Total Score. The total score or final evaluation of 
each hitter is shown in this column, and the orde1• of the 
playe1•s 1 names a1•e so arranged. The total sco1•e is arrived at 
by adding the runs batted in percentage, the getting on base 
percentage, and the hits percentage to gether. 
E. The Sample Chart (Fig • . a.). The players names are 
arranged on the BATTING---INDIVIDUAL STANDING cha1•t according 
to their total score. It is suggested, therefore, that the 
percentage in each of the th1•ee phases of hitting are figured 
on scrap paper and totaled before attempting ·.to ar1•ange names 
of playe1•s on the final chart. Normally, when a playe1•' s pel•-
centage is 55.5 (.555), 55.6 (.556), or over, this is in-
terpreted as 56%. However, if two batte1•s are in this same 
range, i.e., .556 and .558, the batter with .556 would have 
55% and the batter with .558 would have 56%. It may be neces-
sal'Y to interp1•et the percentages this way when only a few games 
a1•e involved in an attempt to avoid too many ties for compara-
tive position in each i ndi vidual phase of hitting. The circled 
number after the figures in each of the three phas es of hitting 
represents the posit ion of that player (in that pa1•ticular 
phase of hitting) compared to his team mates. For example, 
Raia (Fig. 1): 
1. Raia is in tenth position in Runs Batted In fa . 
2. He is in first position in Getting On Base %. 
3. He is in first position in Hits %. 
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4. He is the third leading hitter on the team (result of 
rrotal SCOl'e) • 
It could also be quickly discovered that: 
1. He did not dl'ive in any 11 c1•ucial 11 runs all season. (He 
had 6 opportm1itie~) 
2. Approximately every fou1•th or fifth time Raia came to 
bat there was a runner on second or third base (at 
bats - 67 and men on second and thil•d base - 15, ---or 
21 minus 6 "crucial" opportunities). 
3. He reached first base 15 times, or 42 per cent of the 
time, without the aid of a hit (difference between 
36- times reached, and 21- total hits). 
These are some of the facts that can be taken very quickly from 
this type of a chart. It is possible, after looking at the 
totals for a number of games, for a coach or professional 
manage1• to see that a player is batting in the wrong batting 
position. 
It is felt that this tentative plan and chart may possibly 
be of some advantage to pe1•sons int·el•ested in baseball batting 
performances. When the data are arranged those inte1•ested can 
look at one small chart and find manyvital facts at a glance. 
It is quite easy to see a player 1 s totals and pe1•centages, ·· and 
whel'e these data or facts place him in comparison to his 
fellow batters in each of the following aspects of hitting: 
1. Number of opportunities in each of the three afore-
mentioned phases of hitting. 
2. Number of runs batted in. 
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3. Number of 11 cruc ial" r•uns batted in. 
4. Rus batted in percentage. 
5. Number of runs left on second and thil•d base. 
6. Number of "crucial" 1•uns left on second and t h ird base. 
7. Number of r•uns on second and third base as compared to 
batter's total number of official at bats. (i.e., 
Are there enough men in scoring position when this 
batter is up, or• ar•e ther•e too many oppor•tunities fo1• 
him compared to his ability to drive in r•uns?) 
8. Number of times on base. 
9. Getting on base percentage. 
10. Getting on base other• than by means of a hit. (i.e., 
Is this batter• a good "waiter .. n, or judge of balls and 
strikes?) 
11. Number• of hits • 
12. Hits percentage (batting average). 
13. The final Total Score or total evaluation of each 
individual batt er• • 
This is an attempt to deviate from the conventional method 
of rating and evaluating a baseball hitter (namely, batting 
averages and various other totals) and to bring together some 
of the vital factors that make a hitter valuable or less 
valuable. The assembling of batting data by means of the 
aforementioned tentative plan could possibly help a coach or 
manager• arr•ange his battin g order as a result of mor•e specific 
and objective analyses of each hitter. 
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3. The Group and Their Response. 
A. The Group. It was decided that the only satisfactory 
way to get an appraisal of the aforementioned tentative plan 
was to request some baseball men to actually use the system, 
and then ask these individuals for comments and suggestions fo1• 
imp1•ovement of the idea, as a result of theil• expe1•ience with 
the plan. The men selected wer•e the New England college base-
ball coaches as listed in The Blue Book of College Athletics.l8 
All thirty-seven New England college and unive1•sity bas eball 
coaches were contacted by means of a personal letter from the 
author. The tentative plan was explained briefly, and each 
coach was 1•equested to help in its evaluation by actually using 
the plan dm•ing the 1955 college baseball season. This, the 
author realizes, was in i mposing 1•equest to ask of these men, 
during their . busiest time of year; but it seemed unlikely that 
the tentative plan could be evaluated by any other method. 
As the coaches replied to this request, the autho1• sent 
materials and inst1•uctions to the coaches who expressed a 
desire to use the tentative plan and help evaluate it at the 
end of the college baseball season. The instructions (Appendix 
I B) explained the tentative plan fr•om the viewpoint of the 
scorekeeper, the man who actually is responsible for keeping 
the tabulations. The matei•ials included a sample BATTING---
INDIVIDUAL STANDING cha1•t (Appendix D) and seven BATTING---
18 The Blue BOok of -College Athletics, McNitts, Inc., 1954-55, 
2042 East 4th Street, Cleveland 15, Ohio. 
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INDIVIDUAL STANDING charts (Appendix C) for the coaches' use 
dm•ing the 1955 season to record batting results as used in 
the tent a tive plan. 
At the end of the college baseball season all the coaches 
who participated by using the tentative plan were sent a 
questionnaire (Appendix E) to help facilitate getting their 
evaluation of the plan. By means of direct questions the 
author t1•ied to determine these coaches' evaluation and 
app1•aisal of the tentative plan, and to determine what they 
had done prior to 1955 in the way _of evaluating and measuring 
the performances of their hitters. These participating coaches 
we1•e also encou1•aged to make suggestions and comments intended 
to improve the tentative plan. 
As a result of the questionnaire, and the co aches' 
comments, some 1•evisions have been made in the tentative plan 
and are discussed in Chapters V and VI. 
B. The G1•oup 's Response. A personal lette1• (Appendix A) 
requesting college baseball coaches to participate in this 
study by adopting the tentative plan, as described herein, was 
sent to thh•ty-seven New England baseball co aches. Of the 
thirty-seven, twenty-six replies were received and twenty-five 
coaches agreed to use the plan for the 1955 college baseball 
season and then repo1•t their opinions. A follow-up lette1• 
and self-addressed postcard was then sent to the eleven coaches 
who did not answe1• the original lette1•. As a result of the 
follow-up lette1•, eight coaches replied and five ag1•eed to use 
the tentative plan. As a result of these two letters 
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thil~ty-four answers were received and thirty coaches ag1•eed to 
use the tentative plan. The group participating 1•epresents 
approximately 81% of those requested to participate. 
The thil•ty coaches who agreed to carry out this expe1•iment 
were mailed scoring instructions, charts to be used for their 
team's statistics during the season, and one completed or 
sample chart. The scoring instructions were written in such a 
manner that the average college scorekeeper had no trouble in-
terpreting them and following the co1•rect pattern. 
Finally, the questionnaire (Appendix E) and a personal, 
longhand thank . you lette1• we1•e mailed to the thirty partici-
pating coaches. Twenty-eight coaches retu1•ned the quest ionnail•e. 
1 Three of those retut•ned we1•e discarded by . the autho1• and not 
used in the final tabulations because of vagueness, indecision, 
or incompleteness. Therefore, although 93.3% of those agreeing 
to help in this project followed through with their ag1•eement, 
only 83.3 pel' cent of the total coaches ag1•eeing to partici-
pate actually car1•ied out the assignment to a satisfactory 
con clu sion. This g1•oup of twenty-five we1•e very conscientious 
in theil• record keeping, and made several very helpful and 
constructive suggestions. 
.. 
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FIGURE II BATTING---INDIVI DUAL STANDING 
AT BAT 30 o1• mo1•e times 17 Games 
Total Comparative position Comparative position Comparative position Batting 
% Sco1•e of hitte1•s Runs Batted In Getting on Base % Ave. 
126 Ha1•kins <D 38-15-21 0 55 42-18 ® 43 281 2 ® 
Note: The o1•iginal INDIVIDUAL STANDING ch~rt did l!ot show c1•ucial . r.U? oppo1·t~nities~ . 
crucial runs driven in, or at bats and hits. In the t wo succeeding charts repetitioU3 
wo1•d headings we1•e minimized. 
. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF DATA 
1. Type of Ques tionnail•e 
The questionnail•e necessarily involved pe1•sonal opinion, 
but the author feels that this personal opinion was justified 
on two grounds. First, all these men questioned are _pro-
fessionals in their field, coaching college baseball. Secondly, 
their opinions as expressed on the questionnaire were not as a 
result of a casual reading or chance exposure to a new idea, 
but rather as a result of having actually used the system for 
an entire season. 
The questionnaire itself involved three types of answe1•s. 
First, a straight yes or no reply. Second, a choice of fou1• 
ans wers to show the degree of playe1 .. inte1•est. Third, an 
opportunity for the 1•espondent to express his opinion in his 
own wot•ds. 
The purpose of this type questionnaire was to get some 
clea1•-cut and objective answers through the yes and no, and 
choice method; and to also get the opinions, suggestions, and 
objections of the coaches pai•ticipating. 
2. Tabulation of Data 
Twenty-five college coaches used the tentative plan, as 
described in Chapter IV, for a total of 395 games. Individual 
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seasons ranged from 10 games to 26 games. 
The portion of the questionnaire dealing with gene1•al 
questions about the tentative plan were answered as follows: 
1. Was the system practical to compare 
baseball hitters? 
2. Was the system practical con-
sidel,ing the wor•k involved for the 
scor•ekeeper? 
3. Was the system a more efficient 
method of evaluating a hitter than 
other methods these men had used? 
4. Was the system helpful beyond what 
these coaches normally do in the 
way of evaluating hitters? 
5. Did these coaches feel this was a 
more valid method of measur•ing the 
worth and performance of a hitt er• 
than the customary batting average; 
slugging pe1•centage; and number of 
runs batted in? 
6. Did these coaches feel that their 
best all-ar•ound hitter• was singled 
Yes 
25 
23 
25 
22 
22 
out as the top man in this system? 19 
7. Do these coaches plan to use this 
system next year? 22 
No 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
6 
1 
Un-
certain 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
2 
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In determining what the participating coaches had done 
prior to 1955 in the way of record keeping, statistics, and 
evaluations, the authol' asked the following questions and 
received these replies: 
Yes No 
1. Did you use percentages or a form of statistics 
to indicate the percentage of runs batted in? 7 18 
2. Did you use percentages or a form of statistics 
to indicate the percentage of getting on base? 8 17 
3. Did you make any attempt to measu1•e "clutch" 
hitting? 3 22 
4. Did you use any form of chart to show how 
players compared in va1•ious phases of hitting? 6 19 
5. Did you evaluate the "total" by combining 
statistics or percentages? 3 22 
No individual coach in this group had done something in all 
five of the above areas prior to 1955. 
In determing player inte1•est the coaches' estimations 
indicated that 10 squads :·wel'e "very" inte1•ested in the 
tentative plan and that 14 were int erested to an "average" 
deg1•ee. One coach did not post any results for his squad 
during the season. 
The coaches who felt that the system was helpful in some 
special way indicated their feelings as follows: 
1. Eleven coaches felt the system was helpful to them because 
of the "Getting On Base" pel'centage featu1•e. 
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2. Fourteen coaches were helped by being able to measw.•e 
"clutch" hitting. 
3. Nine coaches felt that the system aided them in batting 
orde1• changes. 
4. Eight coaches felt they had a better picture of over-all 
hitting performance as a result of using this method. 
5. Five coaches were guided in pinch hitter selections as a 
result of referal to their INDIVIDUAL STANDING charts. 
6. Six coaches felt that the system was helpful because it 
stimulated player inte1•est. 
7. One coach thought he could get a better pictu1•e of potential 
ability as a result of using the system. 
B. One coach liked the system because, " ••• it is undel~­
standable and simple---this makes it usable." 
Some coaches registered the following objections to the 
system, 01• tentative plan: 
1. Three coaches felt that too much work and time was involved 
in keeping records for the system, either for the score-
keeper 01• themselves. 
2. Two coaches were not satisfied with the feature that gave 
credit to the batter for reaching base as a result of a 
defensive error. 
3. One coach felt that complications arose in the application 
and mechanics of the system under actual game conditions 
because quick, on the spot scoring ability was essential. 
4. One coach was disappointed as he anticipated more help from 
the system. 
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5. One coach felt that his long ball hittePs, due to their 
position in the line up, had failed a greater number of 
times yet still remained as top hitters undel' this system. 
6. One coach felt the system was repetitious. 
Several coaches offered ways of improving the system. All 
suggestions are listed below: 
1. Attempt to develop the system fu1•ther, so credit is given 
for advancing a runner closer to home. 
2. Make a brea k down of how each man 1•eached fil•st base. 
3. Tl>y to develop a 11 fo1•mulan for the system. 
4. Rate the opposing pitcher (as a resu~t of his record to 
date), as follows: 5, excellent; 4, good; 3, average; 
2, below average; 1, poor. As a result of this rating 
mo1•e credit would be given for batting accomplishments vs. 
numbe1• 115" pitchers than vs. the others. 
1:: 
.....,. Considel' left and right handed pitche1•s and whethel' the 
batter is left Ol' right handed. 
6. Do not charge fol' an 11 opportuni ty" to drive in a run when 
the batter gets a hit but the runner fails to score. 
3. Revision of chart and methods. 
The autho1•, after ca1•efully studying the suggestions and 
objections of the coaches who assisted him, decided to in-
corporate one of these suggestions by changing a scoring rule. 
Instead of charging a batter with an oppo1•tunity to drive in a 
run whenever a man is on second or thil•d base (p1•oviding he is 
charged with an official "at bat"), the autho1• adds the 
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stipulation that the batter will not be charged with an 
opportunity when he makes a base hit and the run does not 
score. As pointed out by the coach who recommended this change, 
often a slow runner will not score on the hit that a faster 
1•unner would sco1•e on. Also, the offensive team may be 'behind 
seve1•al 1•uns at the time of the hit and they will not gamble 
to try to score one run from second base. Because of these, 
and other uncont1•ollable factors, the authol' ag1•ees it is not 
fail• to penalize the batter who gets a hit with a man on 
second or third a.nd the run does not score. In this situation, 
no charge will be made and, of course, no credit given. 
The 1•evis ions in the chart (Figure 3) are the author's 
own changes as a result of working closely with the system 
for the past few months. 
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FIGUHE 3 BATTING---INDIVIDUAL STANDING 
AT BAT 30 or more times. 17 Games 
Score Rating of Hitte1•s Runs Batted In % Getting on Base % Hits fo_ 
(!) 25 2!5 CD ® 32-39@ 1281 424 Harkins 3~3 6 1 554 42-18 436 
Explanation of change in chart: 
424 The average of the th1•ee percentages. 
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2±
5
---
38 and 21 total opportunities and total runs d1•iven in. 38 are 
13 6 
25 and 15 al'e actual opportunities and actual ·1•uns driven in. 
13 and 6 are crucial oppo1•tuni ties and c1•ucial 1•uns driven in. 
The l'eason fol' now car1•ying the percentages to three decimal places is to make the chart 
consistent with the three place batting or hits percentage. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1 • Surnma1•y 
The tentative plan, as discussed in Chapter IV, has had a 
,good test under the supervision of New England's best college 
baseball coaches. In general the plan was used and accepted 
favorably. Some of the objections, as listed in Chapte1• V, 
we1•e possibly due to individual personal problems (such things 
as: too much work involved; need of a · quick and ale1•t sco1•e1•; 
and did not help as much as anticipated). 
The other suggestions and objections need to be discussed, 
howeve1•. 
The fact that long ball hitters, due to their position in 
the line up, have a greate1• numbe1• of failu1•es and still may 
come out in the lead is an objection that the author feels is 
irl·e·l evant. The fact that the whole system is based on per-
centages and not total numbers is an equalling facto1• rega1•dless 
of batting order position. 
The author considered the fact that credit was given to 
the batter as a result of a fielder's error and not necessarily 
the batter's ability, when making the scoring rules for the 
"Getting On Base" pe~centage. The author feels he can justify 
the ruling because of the following: 
1. The batter's speed afoot may force the error. 
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2. A ce1•tain amount of chance or fortune is involved in 
the batting average itself (as officially used 
universally). 
a. A thl·own glove by a fielde1• that hits a batted 
ball results in a three base hit for the 
batter. 
b. If a batted ball hits a base runner, the 
batte1• is awarded a base hit. 
c. If a spectator interfers with a batted ball 
the hitte1• is given a two base hit. 
d. If a fielder misjudges a ball or the sun gets 
in his eyes and he fa Us to field the ball 
properly, the batter is given credit for a hit. 
3. At best, the distinction between a 11hit 11 and an "error" 
is judgment on the part of the game sco1•ekeepe1•. 
The suggestions fo1• imp1•ovement were all good and showed 
real thought on the part of the coaches. Some, in fact, could 
be developed into an ent il•ely new study. The 1•eason that the 
author adopted only one of these suggestions is that it was 
felt that to add any one of the othe1•s listed in Chapter V might 
make the system complicated enough to make it less practical 
than it now appears to be. 
The autho1• feels that it is significant that 100 per cent 
of the coaches participating felt that the tentative plan was a 
practical method of compa1•ing hitte1•s. Also significant is the 
fact that 100 per cent felt that the system proved to be more 
efficient than what they had used pr~viously. Of almost equal 
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importance we1•e the facts that twenty-two coaches felt the 
system was a more valid measure of hitters' accomplishments 
than other methods they had used. Twenty-two coaches plan to "~: ' 
use the system next yea1•, two are undecided, and only one coach 
indicated that he would not use the tentative plan another year. 
2. Conclusions 
As a 1•esult of several coaches using the tentative plan 
fol" an entire season and, fo1• the most pa1•t, satisfied that it 
cont1•ibuted something towa1•d measuring, comparing, and evalu-
ating their hitters, it is felt by this w1•iter that some value 
may be derived f1•om this plan. This system is by no means 
perfected. It perhaps is not inclusive enough, but the author 
hesitates to add any othe1• phases of hitting as it may make the 
system mo1•e difficult to administe1•. The autho1• feels that the 
plan as it now stands, somewhat revised as a 1•esult of this 
study, is not perfect, yet it is a step forward toward the 
development of a mo1•e efficient and valid method of measuring 
and comparing baseball hitters' perfo1•mances. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
This w1•ite1• feels that there are at least two phases of 
baseball hitting in which entirely new methods of measuring 
may be developed. The author would also like to see his own 
tentative plan experimented with for an entire professional 
league season. In view of these opinions the following 
recommendations are made: 
1. The development of a method of measu1•ing all base 
advances, whether as a 1•esul t of the batte1•' s action o1• the 
base runner's, would prove to be worth-while. 
2. A study might be conducted to prove 01• disp1•ove that 
it is more difficult for a left handed batter to be successful 
against a left handed pitcher, and also a right handed batter 
against a right handed pitcher. 
3. To give the author's tentative plan a mo1•e complete 
test a study might be carried out in which professional hitters 
were compared for a season or two by means of the conventional 
methods as against the INDIVIDUAL STANDING system. 
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APPENDIX A 
h o· e you o not feel t h t I rushin t he b s e·o ll s ason ... -or you·-too much 
by rit ing t t h i time, H 1. I am t .rting project i n ·hioh ould v lue 
nd p r ci te yuur 1 t nee. 
I n the bruary 1~ 51 s~e of t he Sobol stie Co eh ru ~ -zine n 1 a ot mine n 
valuating b ball hitters s puoi! 2ome {nt ~ r st fro, fe fe llo 
base all co ch e ha s d v >:. loped. -i nc I on one sem ster l e :~ of a s noe 
fro I y duti at tes (to tudy t Boston University) I m pl nnin follo -
up tudy of this i dea . I ould like very much to ha v you (or in re lity your 
soorek pe • under your supe rvi ion) rt1cipate in th1 pl n. • ll that 1 in-
volved is for you to h ve your corok eper u e t bi sy t m ( long ~·ith ha t you 
nor-~.Ually l i ke to - e) during iih l 55 colle5o ·ba b ll e son. 
The idea , called the "In 1v1dual Standing" syste , is quite simple~ ting 
back to the Sorins or 195~, e v u d it ev~ry e son t B tes. Th e ~ystem 
1nvol keepin c ch 1nd1vid l's ttin ~ percentage ; hi gettin on b: s~ per-
oenta e; and his runs b tt d in p nt g~ ; fin lly, t h thr e ar dded to• 
gether to arrive t tot l cor · ch n's hittin·r acoom lish:!lents, In 
consideri ng run b·-tted · In r o vory intere t d i !l " bat 1 clutch' run 
t he individu 1 h s dri n in--·th e call "cruc1 l" runs , As th ball g m 
progresse the cor e · . r.. must reoo nize '• cruel let run ·· nd m.trk t hem as such 
in t he seorebook--other · :l.d n this, the whole thi 1 quite e sy for your core· 
kee .r, tat1stic1an, or m na ·er to handle. 
e f 1 t he dvant of the system is t ha t hen these data are rr~nged, you 
c n look ton · p c of paper nd t e l l at _ a ·1 nce••first, what each m nt 
"tot 1 " re;-=-nd secondly ,. where t his plac s him in co parison to his tea'11-
ma te i n each of th• follo i ng ph· s .s of h1tt1n : 
1. umber of hit ~ 
2. B tting ~ . 
39 Number of timos on b_ s • 
4. Gettin on a • 
5 , Number of Kuns Batted In. 
6 o 
7. 
8 . 
• 
1 • 
Number of "crucial" runs b ..,ted in. 
Run batted in • 
No of run left on 2nd nd 3rd. 
o. of "cruel l" run 1 ft on 2n and 3rd 
The f inal tot l scor • 
If you are . illing to cooperate in this ~xperiment, al, I 111 end you 
oo pl te set of inetructions , and the ch~rt ~1e use, in ti ., to pes the on to 
your corekeeper before th s eason st rts. N r the end of the se son I ill 
. rit to you for your reaction and comments. :nth your p mission, 1 ould 
11 e to use your na ~ and a eat ion in my t'in 1 report. 
1 h to p rt1cip te or not, I uld ·r e tly ppreciate he ring from you 
earliest conv nience . I ould 11k to emph s ize t he fact tr~t th 
no extr ·ork involved tor you, H 1, any Scorekeep r can h ndlc 1t. 
Thanks for th time nd consid r t1on, and I ·:r1 h you ever y s ucces this Spr1ne 
Sincerely, 
Suggestions for keeping a team chart on: 
BATTING - INDIVIDUAL STANDING 
This is an attempt at a more valid method of measuring 
a batter's accomplishments. 
All the information needed to fill out the Individual Standing 
c hart is obtained from your scorebook. We al~o keep the usual Hit-
ting and Fielding Reco1•d sheet, which is, undoubtedly, similar to what 
you use. This lists each player's complete statistics, such as: 
total bases, sacrifices, Btolen bases, caught stealing, walks, hit 
batsmen, strike outs, r$b,i. 1s, batting%, put outs, as-sists, erro1•s, 
double plays, and fielding %. To this more or less typical record 
sheet, we have added an oppo1•tunity to list the words 1'on basen. 
These figures rep1•esent "opportunities" to get on base and actual 
times reached (example: Harkins 42-18). Keep scol'e as you normally 
would, but make note when you have a l'unnel' on 2nd Ol' 31'd base. This 
is done by marking an X to the left of the name of the man who happens 
to be at bat in this situation. If the man on 2nd or ~rd represents 
a "crucial" run (a man who, if driven in, will put you within one run 
of a tie, tie the game, or put you one l'Un · in f1•ont) then mark XX fOl' 
each such man. If the run ( s) is actually driven in merely circ.le the 
®for a n?rmal l'Un or circle the@for a 11 cruci·a~ 11 run. If no man is 
driven in the X 1s are left plain. If the batter is not charged with 
an official "at bat" then do not charge him for the opportunity to 
drive in the l'un ( s) -- unless through a walk, sacrifice, etc. he does 
drive in a run. In this case "chal'ge" and "c1•edit 11 him fol' opportu-
nity and l'.b.i •• In judging r.b.i. 1 s all the official sco1•ing rules 
are in effect o Of course, when you finally figu1•e you1• pei•centage of 
l'.b.i. 1 s, you must count every X that appears beside a batter's name, 
that is: XX ( 11 cl'Ucial" l'Un) ;; 2 opportunities 
X (normal run) :a 1 opportunity 
XX (two normal runs~ 2 opportunities 
The 11 Getting on Base" percentage is figured merely by getting the 
percentage from opportunities divided into times reached. You may 
to keep a separate tally of "opportunities" in the scorebook fol' 
ur convenience, as these "opportunities" a1•e not the same as offi-
At Bat 1 s. That is, every time a man steps into the batter's box 
t is an "opportunity" unless he sac1•ifices. In keeping "oppo1•tun-
distinguished from At Bats, our scorekeeper counts up the 
tual (not official) times a player has been up and subtracts his 
orifices. It is best to make this distinction after each game. 
ten a player may have three At Bats, yet five "opportunities". 
- 2 -
The b a tting p ercentage is repr e sented by official At Bats, hits, 
and the per cent a ge as de1•ived f1•om these two figures. This thil•d 
phase of hitting is given equal importance with the other two pha ses 
of the Individual Standing. 
- Before a1•ranging the order of playe1•s when making out the Indivi-
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dual Standing cha1•t, get all pe1•centages on a sc1•ap paper, then a1•rang e 
the playe1•s 1 names according to total sco1•e (total of three pel•cent-
ages). We have ca1•ried our pe1•centages only to two digits. Normally, 
if a man has 55.5 or over, we call this 56%. How ev er, if two men are 
in this range, i.e. 55.7 and 55.9, we then interpret the percentages 
as 55% and 56%. We make this adjustment in an attempt to avoid too 
many ties for comparative position in each phase of hitting. 
Under Runs Batted In % on the enclosed sampl e cha1•t, the example 
3813-15-216 Q) undel' Harkins 1 name may be explained as follows: 
3~ 
13 
15 
21 
6 0--
Total opportunities including 11 c1•ucial 11 runs 
"Crucial" opportu...Yl it i e s (mer ely count up the 
XX in sco1•ebook.) 
Actuarruns d1•iven in. 
Total runs driven in including 11 c1•ucial" runs (%is 
derived from 38 and 21). 
"Crucial" 1•uns driven in (subt1•a ct 15 f1•om 21) 
Comparative position of Harkins in R.B.I. phase 
of hitting. 
The whole purpose behind the "crucial" run idea is to see who is 
hitting in the "clutch" and who is not. Ther efo1•e, we award a bonus 
fo1• d1•iving in a "crucial" 1•un and penalize for failu1•e in the same 
situation. The only time we 11 cha1•g e 11 a player with an opportunity to 
drive in a run is when there is a man on 2nd 01' 3rd base. The only 
time he would be "charged" with a man on 1st, or no one on, is if he 
drove in a man on 1st, Ol', with no one on, hit a home run. We then 
"chal'ge" him with a 1•egular 1•un o1• 11 cl'ucial 11 run opportunity (depend-
ing on the score of the g~me) and, of course, give him the correct 
1•.b.i. credit. 
In further explanation of ou1• idea on Runs Batted In, we offel' the 
following example: Men on 2nd and 3rd, score 2-0 against us. Both 
are deemed "crucial" be-caus i:f the man on ora: will put- us 
thin one 1•un of a tie and the man on 2nd will tie the game. The 
corekeeper will mark four XX XX next to the batter 1 s name. Undel'-
ining a pair of XX indicates one 11 c1•ucial" 1•un oppo1•tunity, but 
two oppo1•tunities as far as total opport13nity is con-
If the batter drives in one of the runs, the scorekeeper will 
ircle one pail·@g,- indicating the battel' had four oppo1•tunities 
nd drove in two. If he does not drive in either man, the four X's 
e left and he is "cha1•ged 11 with four oppo1•tunities and no 1•.b.i. 's• 
- 3 -
In this same situation, had the batte1• hit a home 1•un he would be 
credited with 6 for 6 bee a use his own run would put us one 1•un ahead 
---@@@· Compare this same situation if the score we1•e 10-0. 
The scorekeeper then marks two XX opposite the batter's name. If one 
run is driven in, he will circle one @x. If the batter should hit 
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a home run, he is credited with 3 for 3, and the scorekeeper will mark 
it this way: ®®@. Over the last two seasons, we've found that the 
scorekeeper has had no difficulty in recognizing and keeping track of 
"crucial" runs. In emphasizing "crucial" runs, we do not lose t1•ack 
of the actual runs driven in. Howev er, they're not figured as such 
in our Runs Batted In %• 
We feel the advantages of the system are that when these data are 
arranged, you can look at one ~ieee of paper and tell at a glance--
first, what each man's "totals' are; and secondly, where this places 
him in comparison to his teammates in each of the following phases of 
hitting: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Number of hits. 6. 
Batting% 7. 
Number of times on base. s. 
Getting on Base %. 9. 
Numbe1• of Runs Batted In. 10. 
Numbe1• of "c1•ucial 11 runs batted in. 
Runs batted in %. 
No. of 1•uns left on 2nd and 3l'd. 
No. of "crucial"Funs left on 2nd& 3rd, 
The final total score. 
When making up your own cha1•t, set a minimum "At Bats" that you 
feel will include the men that are doing regula!' 01• close to regula1• 
playing. Post your chart as often as you feel it necessa17 in you1' 
particula1• situation. Enclosed a1'e enough cha1't blanks to post it as 
often as onc e a week, if you so desire. 
As you can see, in this system OUl' "Batting Champion" is not the 
man with merely the highest batting average but the playel' with the 
highest combined percentages in the thl'ee aforementioned phases of 
hitting. 
Getting on Base % 
11 Cred1tu for t•eaching 1st Base is given 1•egardleas of how the bs.ttel' 
..,.nt. t.h.e1•e. orov1d1ng he did not 11 fOl"ce 11 a 1•unner out. 
BATTING---INDIVIDUAL ST!~DING 
AT BAT or more times 
Total 
Score 
---
Rating of Hitters R1.ms Batted In fo Getting on Base % 
·-
Co>ilparu.ti ve :P:.:•Bi tions: marked in red and circled 
Hits % 
ll>. -----~~ 
w! 
----s~ 
~; 
,, 
a: 
......_ ______________________ _ 
BATTING-lHHHNDIVIDUAL STANDING 
'"?o AT BAT ,._; Ol' IDOl'e time s I 7 GAMES 
Total 
Score Rating of Hittel'S Runs Batted In % Getting on Base % Hits % 
/,d_ 6 lj /-lfli? k.i NS 
i'l'f 67-2{ (f) 3t3 
7? 
f/TWA-JER. 
&9 
67 Fisc He-!? 
Pur~d y l'io '-fo-s@ /2'] 
HALL 
Compa1,ative positions: marked in red and cil'cled 
Add1•ess until May 30th, 1955 
R. W. Hatch 
b Brazil St. 
Melrose, Mass. 
May 17, 1955 
Fir:st and fo1•emost, 1 want to exp1•ess my s1nce1•e app .. ·eciation and 
thanks to you for partieipating in this experiment. Without your 
ooope1•ation it would have been impossible to follow th1•ough to 
completion. 
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What I 1 d like to get from this questionail•e is your pel'sonal opin-
ion of the Individual Standing system--it's advantages and assets, 
and it's inadequacies. I am not interested in you1• specific season 
totals or statistics, but in you1• opinion, and whateve1• suggestions 
for improvement you may have. 
As you may well appreciate, I would enjoy having you 1•etu1•n this 
questionaire at your earliest convenience~ 
I BAT'l1ING--INDIVIDUAL S TANDING, as usecr' du1•ing 1955 college 
baseball season. 
II 
1. Have ycu used the Individual Standing system during the 1955 
college baseball season? How many games? ________ __ 
2. Is it a practical system for you to use: 
A. To compare youl' battersZ 
B. Considering the extra wol'k involved for sco~ekeeper? 
3. Is it a mol'e efficient method of evaluating a hitte~ than 
other systems you have used--considel'ing the convenience of 
having so much infol'matio·n about each hitter on one small 
cha1•t? 
-----------------------------
4. Was this system helpful to you in any way beyond what you 
ordinarily do in the way of evaluating your hitters? 
If so in what way? 
------------------------
5. Does this system provide a mo1•e valid method of measuring 
the worth and performances of a hitter than does the cus-
tomal•y batting average; slugging percentage; and numbe1• of 
runs batted in? 
6. How interested were your players in the system? (Circle one) 
A. Very; B. Average; C. Disinterest; D. Dislike. 
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